Abstract. In this paper, we study spectrums of Schauder operators. We show that we always can choose a Schauder operator in a given orbit such that the Schauder spectrum of it is empty.
Introduction
To study operators on H from a basis theory viewpoint, it is naturel to consider the behavior of operators related by equivalent bases. For examples, we show that there always be some strongly irreducible operators in the orbit of equivalent Schauder matrices( [12] ). However, in the usual way a spectral method consideration of operators in the equivalent orbit is also important to the joint research both on operator theory and Schauder bases. For this reason, we introduces the conception Schauder spectrum to do this work. The main purpose of this paper is to show that we always can choose a Schauder operator in a given orbit such that the Schauder spectrum of it is empty. The operator theory description of bases on a separable Hilbert space H developed in our paper [3] helps us to do this job.
Recall that a sequence of vectors ψ = {f n } ∞ n=1 in H is said to be a Schauder basis [22] for H if every element f ∈ H has a unique series expansion f = c n f n which converges in the norm of H. If ψ = {f n } ∞ n=1 is Schauder basic for H, the sequence space associated with ψ is defined to be the linear space of all sequences {c n } for which f = c n f n is convergent. Two Schauder bases {f n } ∞ n=1 and {g n } ∞ n=1 are equivalent to each other if they have the same sequence space. Denote by ω the countable infinite cardinal. In paper [3] , we considered the ω × ω matrix whose column vectors comprise a Schauder basis and call them the Schauder matrix. An operator has a Schauder matrix representation under some ONB is called a Schauder operator. Given an orthonormal basis(ONB in short) ϕ = {e n } ∞ n=1 , the vector f n in a Schauder basis sequence ψ = {f n } ∞ n=1 corresponds an l 2 sequence {f mn } defined as O gl (ψ) = {Xψ; X ∈ gl(H)} in which Xψ = {Xf n } ∞ n=1 and gl(H) consists of all invertible operators in L(H) contains exactly all equivalent bases to ψ. Moreover, the set O gl (F ψ ) = {M X F ψ ; M X is the matrix of some operator X ∈ gl(H)} consists of all Schauder matrix equivalent to F ψ . In the operator level, we define O gl (T ψ ) = {XT ψ ; X ∈ gl(H)}.
Then the set O gl (T ψ ) consists of operators related to bases equivalent to ψ. Similarly, we consider following sets:
O u (ψ) = {U ψ; U ∈ U (H)}, O u (F ψ ) = {M U F ψ ; M U is the matrix of some unitary operator U }, O u (T ψ ) = {U T ψ ; U ∈ U (H)}.
Roughly speaking, by these set we bind operators related to equivalent bases of the basis ψ with the same basis const. Since a Schauder operator T ψ is injective and having a dense range in H, if let T ψ = U A ψ denote the polar decomposition of T ψ , then the partial isometry U must be a unitary operator. Hence, if T ψ is a Schauder operator and T ψ = U A ψ denote the polar decomposition of T , then O U (T ψ ) = O U (A ψ ), where A ψ is an self-adjoint operator. Now we state our main result in this paper.
Theorem 1.1. For each Schauder operator T , there is an operator T ′ ∈ O u (T )
such that σ S (T ′ ) = ∅.
Above theorem there may be notable differences between equivalent Schauder operators T ψ1 and T ψ2 from the view of operator theory. For example, a selfadjoint A may satisfy σ S (A) = σ(A) while there is some unitary operator U such that σ S (U A) = ∅ holds. Moreover, we can choose a unitary operator U as a unitary spread, which has a nice basis understanding.
We organize this paper as follows. In section 2, we give some examples and a description of Schauder spectrums of compact operators. In the case that the Schauder operator T is a compact shift, theorem 3.4 is easy to check(see example 2.10). The proof of the general situation is the content of section 3.
Schauder Spectrum
In this subsection, we consider the spectrum of operators from the viewpoint of basis. Compare to the classical results, there are many similar conclusions in the case of compact operators.
We begin with the following observation.
Theorem 2.1. The operator T ∈ L(H) is a Schauder operator if and only if T is injective and its range is dense in H.
Definition 2.2. For a complex number λ, λ will be called in the Schauder spectrum denoted by σ S (T ) if and only if there is no ONB such that λI − T has a matrix representation as a Schauder matrix. The set ρ S (T ) = C − σ S (T ) will be called the Schauder resolvent set of T .
A direct result of theorem 2.1 is 
More general, we have Proposition 2.7. For any operator T ∈ L(H), X ∈ Gl(H), we have 0 ∈ σ S (T ) if and only if 0 ∈ σ S (XT ).
Proof. The assertion of first result of corollary is just the direct corollary of theorem 2.3. If K is a compact operator, then its spectrum consist of {0} and point spectrum σ(K). In the case 0 ∈ σ p (K) or ranK = H, 0 is simply in the σ S (K); if it is not true, then we have K = U A in which U is a unitary operator and A is a compact self-adjoint operator whose eigenvectors spans the Hilbert space H. Theorem 2.9. For a compact self-adjoint operator K, 0 ∈ σ S (K) if and only if 0 ∈ σ p (K).
Example 2.10. In the case that K is a compact operator but its spectrum is equivalent to {0}, there is example in which σ S (K) = ∅. Consider an injective bilateral shift which also be a compact operator. For example, let {ẽ j } j∈Z be an ONB of H and w j = 1 1+|j| for j ∈ Z. Then Kẽ j = w jẽj−1 is such a compact injective bilateral weighted shift operator(CIBWS, in short). As well-known that the spectrum of a weighted shift T always be symmetric (see [5] , corollary 1 and 2, p52), that is, if λ ∈ σ(T ) then we have e iθ λ ∈ σ(T ). So we must have σ(K) = {0}. Now to decide wether σ S (K) = {0} or not, we need more information given by polar decomposition of K. To avoid complex computation on K * K, we need to rearrange the ONB {e j } j∈Z in some proper order as follows. We take allẽ j with negative index j < 0 as even integer and the one with index j > 0 as positive integer. More clarity, let
Under the ONB {e k } ∞ k=1 , the classical backward bilateral shift is just the operator Se 2k+1 = e 2k−1 , Se 2k−2 = e 2k for k = 1, 2, · · · . Now the CIBWS K defined above can be rewritten as
Now consider the diagonal operator D = diag(d j ) with element d j on diagonal line in which d 2j−1 = w j , d 2j = w −j , then we have K = SD which implies that 0 is not in the Schauder spectrum σ S (K). Therefore we have σ S (K) = ∅.
Compare to the classical Riesz's theorem on compact operator(see [5] , theorem7.1, p219), we can characterize the Schauder spectrum of compact operator as follows:
Theorem 2.11. If H is a separable Hilbert space and dim H = ∞. Then for a compact operator K ∈ L(H), one and only one of the following situations occurs:
3. The Orbits of Schauder Operators and Schauder matrices 3.1. Now we fix an ONB {e n } ∞ n=1 . For a Schauder operator T , suppose W be a unitary matrix(Hence a well defined operator under the ONB fixed) such that AW be a Schauder matrix. Now the set
gives exactly the Schauder matrices(operators) XT W whose corresponding basis is equivalent to the basis consisting of the column vectors of T W . As well known that the topology group Gl(H) is connected under the norm topology. Hence roughly speaking two equivalent basis can always "deform" to each other. Moreover, if we ask that X be a unitary operator, then this "deformation" may have more nice properties. Following proposition is an example. Proof. For any projection P , we have ||U P U * || = ||P ||. Then apply proposition 2.6 and 2.7 in [3] .
Compare to the set O gl (T ), we consider the set
It just gives a part of equivalent basis of A with the same basis const, although not all in general. However, this situation is more interesting since it have a natural operator theory understanding, so called, the polar decomposition of operator. In fact, since T is injective and having a dense range in H (proposition 2.14, [3] ), we know that the partial isometry U appearing in its polar decomposition T = U A must be a unitary operator. Hence we have O u (T ) = O u (A) if T is a Schauder operator. This fact suggest us that to study the Schauder operator we can begin with the self-adjoint operators having a dense range and then consider their orbit O u (A) (cf, papers [21] , [20] ).
A natural question is Question 3.2. Assume that F 1 , F 2 are equivalent Schauder bases and T 1 , T 2 be the corresponding operators. Does there be some notable difference between the operators T 1 and T 2 ?
From the operator theory viewpoint, the answer is affirmative. We shall show that even in the case T 1 = U T 2 , their spectrum may be very different. In fact, we have
we can choose the unitary operator U as a combination of unitary spreads.
By virtue of 3.3, we can always choose a good representative element from the set O u (T ). That is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. For each Schauder operator T , there is an operator
Proof. By virtue of theorem 2.13 in [3] , we need only to verify the following claim:
Claim 3.5. For a self-adjoint operator A, there be some unitary operator U such that the operator λI − U A always be injective and has a dense range in H for each λ ∈ C.
Now by virtue of theorem 3.3, there is some unitary operator U such that
we know that the operator λI − A always be injective; On the other side, basic operator theory result tell us
So from σ p (AU * ) = ∅ we have
We shall prove theorem 3.3 in later subsections. Prior to this, we give some remarks at first. Remark 3.6. Relation to the "invariant subspace" problem. 1. It is trivial to check that we have σ S (T ) = ∅ if T has no nontrivial subspace. 2. Assume that there do have some operator T having no nontrivial invariant subspace. Then T appear in some orbit O u (A) of some self-adjoint operator A since T must be a Schauder operator(injective and having a dense range). What can we say about the self-adjoint operator A? Clearly there do exist some orbit O u (A) such that each operator in it must have a nontrivial invariant subspace. A trivial example is the identity operator I(cf, [2] , or IX.9 [5] ). 3. Theorem 3.3 tell us that we can remove the eigen-subspaces, that is, the most "trivial" nontrivial subspaces.
Remark 3.7. Continuous "deformation" of Schauder bases. If we restrict to consider the basis whose corresponding Schauder matrix represents a bounded operator, then we can define the continuous deformation of bases as follows. A (continuous) curve of bases is just a map γ : I → L(H) satisfying the following properties: 1. for each t ∈ I, γ(t) is a Schauder matrix; 2. γ(t) represents a bounded operator; 3. The map is continuous in the variable t ∈ I under the norm topology L(H).
Here I is an interval(either open or closed). Denote by F the set of all Schauder matrices, we have the following question:
Question 3.8. Does F must be a connected set?
Given a Schauder matrix F , denote by O gl (F ) the set consisting of all Schauder matrices equivalent to F . As well-known, invertible operators are connected(Problem 141, [10] , p76), so we have Denote by O c gl (F ) the set of Schauder matrices F which is a Schauder matrix and there is a sequence and two infinite subsets A, B of N. Let c 00 be the vector space of all sequences of finite support. Let the elements of A and B be written in increasing order respectively as {a 1 , a 2 , · · · } and {b 1 , b 2 , · · · }. Then e n maps to 0 if n / ∈ A, and e a k maps to e b k for every k ∈ N. Denote this map by S A,B and call it the spread from A to B.
Example 3.12. ( [29] , p549) Let A = {2, 3, 4, · · · } and B = {1, 2, 3}, then S A,B is just the backward unilateral shift operator(cf, [23] ) which is defined as S(e n ) = e n−1 for n ≥ 2 and Se 1 = 0. Example 3.13. Using spread forms, we can write some unitary operator into their linear combination. For example, let σ be a bijection on N(a permutation of N, so called in [22] ) defined as σ(2n) = 2(n − 1) for n ≥ 2 and σ(2) = 1 for even numbers and σ(2n − 1) = 2n + 1 for odd numbers. Then the operator U σ (e n ) = e σ(n) is a bilateral shift and a unitary operator. Let
Definition 3.14. A unitary operator U on H is said to be a unitary spread if there is a sequence {S An,Bn } ∞ n=1 of spreads such that the series ∞ n=1 S An,Bn converges to U in SOT. Moreover, U will be called a finite unitary spread if U can be written as a finite linear combination.
In the paper [30] , we proved the following result. 3.3. Now we begin to prove theorem 3.3. Firstly we give an outline of the proof. By the spectral theorem of normal operators, we write a self-adjoint operator into the orthogonal diagonal direct sum A = A 0 ⊕ A 1 in which these operators satisfy the following properties. Property 1. The eigenvectors of A 0 defined on the Hilbert space H 1 span the whole Hilbert space H 1 ; Property 2. The operator A 1 defined on the Hilbert space H 1 has only a "small" point spectrum. The meaning of "small" shall be clear in later proof.
Roughly speaking, A 0 represents the discrete case and A 1 the continuous one. Moreover, in each situation, the spectrum containing the point 0 or not will be considered by different ways. We shall deal with the discrete case in this subsection and then turn to the continuous one later. Proof. The self-adjoint operator satisfying the conditions appearing in the lemma has a spectrum in the following form:
where t k > t k+1 and {0} is the only one accumulation point of the sequence {t k }. It is clear that A is a compact operator. Moreover, each t k is a point spectrum of A since A is a self-adjoint operator and t k is a isolated point in σ(A). Then A has a diagonal form as follows in an ONB:
where by H k we denote the 1-dimensional subspace ker(t k I − A). Now we begin to construct the unitary spread U . For convenience, we denote by e k the unit eigenvector of ker(t k I − A). Let U be the shift constructed as follows:
Clearly, the operator U is just the unitary spread U σ defined in example 3.13. We have
for n = 2; t 2k e 2k−2 , for n = 2k, k ≥ 2 t 2k−1 e 2k+1 , for n = 2k − 1, k ≥ 1 .
Assume that x = ∞ k=0 x k e k , then we have U Ax = y = ∞ k=0 y k e k where
Now if
→ ∞ for λ = 0 as k → ∞ since t j tends to 0, we must have x n = 0 for n = 1, 2, · · · . Therefore we must have σ p (λI − U A) = ∅ for λ = 0.
Moreover, by Ran(A) = H we have ker(A) = Ran(A) ⊥ = {0}. Hence we have ker(U A) = ker(A) = {0} and then σ p (U A) = ∅ in turn. U A is just a weighted bilateral shift operator(cf, [23] ). Moreover, U A is a compact operator since A is compact itself. By Riesz's theorem on compact operator, we have σ(U A) = {0}. So we just need to show Ran(U A) = H to finish the proof. But it is trivial by the fact Ran(U A) = Ran(A).
Corollary 3.17. Assume that A is a self-adjoint operator satisfying the following properties: 1. σ(A) = σ p (A) ∪ {0} and 0 is the unique accumulation point of σ(A);
2. For each t ∈ σ p (A), dim ker A − tI = 1;
R(A) is dense in the Hilbert space H. Then there is a unitary operator U such that U A has no point spectrum. Moreover, we can ask that the unitary operator U satisfies the following property:
for any point λ ∈ C, λI − U A have a dense range in H.
Now we get rid of the second condition of above lemma.
Lemma 3.18. Assume that A is a self-adjoint operator satisfying the following properties: 1. σ(A) = σ p (A) ∪ {0} and 0 is the unique accumulation point of σ(A); 2. R(A) is dense in the Hilbert space H.
Then there is a unitary spread U such that both U A and AU * have empty point spectrum.
Proof. Assume σ p (A) = {t k } ∞ k=1 and t k > t k+1 for k ∈ N. Firstly we cut the integers set N into two disjoint subsets:
Moreover, denote by H k = ker(t k I − A) and I k be the identity operator on H k . Let A 1 = ⊕ k∈E0Ãk and A 1 = ⊕ k∈E1Ãk in which we defineÃ k = t k I k . We can write A into the orthogonal direct sum A = A 0 ⊕ A 1 .
From E 0 we construct a new set E ⊥ , we always can assume that E 0 be a infinite subset and then we have 
= B 2 corresponding to the subsets of N defined in example 3.13 and
Clearly the operator defined as U 1 = ⊕ ∞ k=1 U k is a unitary operator on H 1 and also satisfying σ p (U 1 A 1 ) = σ p (A 1 U * 1 ) = ∅. Example 3.13 also tell us that there is some bijection σ k on N such that U k = U σ k for each k ∈ E 1 . Now we turn to verify that the unitary operator
is the unitary spread we seek for. Clearly we only need to show that U is a unitary spread. Let
, then clearly the set N ′ is just N in a new order. The map defined as σ : N → N by σ = σ 0 × (× k∈E1 σ k ) is trivially a bijection. Therefore we can apply lemma 3.15 to finish the proof. Now we turn to the more general situation. Proof. Now we have σ(A) = σ p (A) = {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n } and t k = 0. Let
Clearly we have E 1 = ∅ since dim H = ∞. Without loss of generality, assume t 1 ∈ E 1 . The subspace H 0 = span k∈E0 ker(t k I −A) is a finite dimensional subspace, so we can pick an ONB {ẽ is an ONB of the subspace H 0 = H 0 ⊕ ker(t 1 I − A). We also have H 1 = H ⊥ 0 = ⊕ k∈E1,k =1 ker(t k I − A). Now we can rewrite the operator A into the following form
Repeat the corresponding discussion in the proof of lemma 3.18, we need only to prove the following Claim 3.20. There is a unitary spread U 0 on H 0 such that we have both σ p (U 0 A 0 ) = ∅ and σ p (A 0 U * 0 ) = ∅. To do this, let U 0 be the unitary spread U σ defined in example 3.13. Now it is trivial to check that operators U 0 A 0 and t 1 U 0 are similarity to each other (that is, there is some invertible operator X ∈ L(H 0 ) such that we have XU 0 A 0 X −1 = t 1 U 0 ) by theorem 2 of the paper [23] 1. span{ker(t k I − A); t k ∈ σ p (A)} = H; 2. There is some point t 0 such that it is an accumulation point of σ(A).
(p54). And then claim holds by the fact
σ p (U 0 ) = σ p (U * 0 ) = ∅.
Corollary 3.21. If T is a compact Schauder operator, then there is a unitary operator
U such that σ S (U T ) = {0}.
R(A) is dense in the Hilbert space H.
Then there is a unitary operator U such that both U A and AU * have an empty point spectrum.
Proof. Firstly we cut the integers set N into two disjoint subsets:
And define
Then we can write A into the form
Now with the same discussion on the part A ′ 1 in lemma 3.18, we can remove A 1 since t k = 0 by property 3. That is, we can assume E 0 = N and E 1 = ∅.
Let {a k } ∞ k=1 be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying a k → 0 decreasingly and
Then σ p (A) ∩ I k contains at most countable elements. We divide N into two parts
According to the cardinal of the set G 1 , we shall prove the lemma in following two cases. Case 1. If G 1 is an infinite subset, we can absorb the elements in G 0 by the first next one in the set G 1 and then we can assume G 1 = N and G 0 = ∅. Moreover, we can also ask that dim ker(t k I = 1) by adding at most countable copies to t k and rearranging this new countable set. For each k ∈ N, we arrange the elements in the set σ p (A) ∩ I k as a sequence {t
l }. Now we can write A into the orthogonal direct sum A = ⊕ lÃl in which the operatorÃ is the restriction of A on the subspace H l . when t 0 = 0 then we have ker(A) = {0} by the property 3 of lemma, and apply lemma 3.16 to finish our proof of this case. If t 0 = 0, we need the following estimation:
Claim 3.23. There are const 0 < c < C < ∞ such that for any k, l > 0 we have
In fact, as well known the infinite product
converges if the series ∞ j=1 a j converges(see, [26] , p141). Now for the subspace H l and its ONB {e
, let U l be the unitary spread constructed in example 3.13, and we denote the corresponding subsets by A 2 . By the theorem 2 in the paper [23] and above claim, we know the operators U lÃl and t 0 U l are similarity to each others. Hence the unitary spread U l satisfies σ p (U lÃl ) = σ p (Ã l U * l ) = ∅. Let U be the corresponding orthogonal direct sum U = ⊕ ∞ l=1 U l , then we have σ p (U A) = σ p (AU ) = ∅ and it is trivial to check that U is also a unitary spread.
Case 2. Now we assume that G 1 is a finite subset of N. In virtue of lemma 3.19 and again by the spectral theorem, we can assume G 0 = N and G 1 = ∅. Just by the same reason, we can also assume G 0 is an infinite subset. For convenience, denote by α k = dim H k . If lim sup k α k = ∞, then we can repeat our above discussion in case 1 to finish the proof. So we just need to consider the situation m = lim sup k α k < ∞. Now we cut the subset G 0 into the pieces
Clearly there is at least one subset L n such that it is an infinite subset. We add all finite subset L n into a fixed infinite subset, said, the set L 1 . For the remaining infinite subsets except L 1 , we can repeat the discussion in case 1 to get an appropriate unitary spread. For the infinite subset L 1 , the same discussion also goes well if we apply the theorem 2 in the paper [23] again and note that adjusting finite nonzero weights into another nonzero ones does not change the similarity class of a weighted bilateral shift operator. Hence we can also get a unitary spread which is a finite or infinite orthogonal direct sum of unitary spreads dependent on the condition lim sup k α k < ∞ or not, such that σ p (U A) = σ p (AU ) = ∅.
With a little more operator theory discussion, the proof of above lemma implies the following result. Since it deviate our main aim in this paper, we omit the proof and just state it here. Proof. If σ p (A) has no accumulation point then it is a finite set, and then we apply lemma 3.19. If not, above lemma 3.22 holds.
3.4. Now we begin to consider the continuous case. Proof. By the classical spectral theory of normal operator(cf, [5] , pp297-299), we have following orthogonal decomposition of A:
Then A 1 is a self-adjoint operator whose point spectrum must be void since σ p (A) = σ p (A 1 )∪{t 0 }. Then σ(A 1 ) must be a closed set without isolated point because each isolated point must be an eigenvalue of A 1 by the spectral theorem. Now we fixed a point α = 0 ∈ σ(A 1 ). Then at least one of following assertions holds:
1. There is a sequence α n → α such that we have α n+1 > α n for each n ≥ 1. Moreover, the range of spectral projection E [αn,αn+1] is an infinite subspace; 2. There is a sequence α n → α such that we have α n+1 < α n for each n ≥ 1. Moreover, the range of spectral projection E [αn,αn+1] is an infinite subspace; We assume that the first assertion is true. The case that the second assertion holds will be proved in the just same way. Now let α 1 = ||A|| for convenience. By picking a subsequence if need, we also can assume that the sequence {α n } ∞ n=1 satisfies the following properties α(1 − 1 2 n ) < α n . It is easy to check: Claim 3.27. For each ε > 0, there is a positive integer N such that for any subset ∆ containing k elements of N and satisfying ∆ ∩ {1, 2, · · · , N − 1} = ∅ we have
Now we rearrange these interval as follows.
Denote E n = E In (E r = E Ir ) the spectral projection of A 1 on the interval I n (I r ) and by H n = Ran(E n ) for n ∈ Z, H ′ 0 = H 0 ∩ker(t 0 I −A) ⊥ and E ′ 0 be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace H ′ 0 . Now we choose an ONB {e
of the subspace H ′ 0 and rearrange them and e 0 into an ONB of H 0 as follows:
It is trivial to check that the set ϕ = {e (n) k ; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} is an ONB of the whole Hilbert space H. Now let U be the unitary operator defined as
By lemma 3.15, we know that U is a unitary spread.
To finish the proof of lemma, now we prove that both U A and AU * have no eigenvalues. The proof of these facts are similar, so we only prove the first part and omit the other one to save space. Since each H n is a reducing subspace of A, we can write A into the direct sum:
We have the following estimation:
Moreover, by α < 2α − α −1(n+1) < (1 + 1 2 n )α, we have
for n < 0. For A 0 , we have m||x|| ≤ ||A 0 x|| ≤ M ||x||. For a vector x ∈ H, now under the ONB ϕ it have a l 2 − sequence coordinate in the form
in which the series converges in the norm on H and {x
is also a l 2 −sequence. Here we emphasize that vectors x (k) and x (j) are orthogonal to each other for k = j. Let y = Ax, then by the fact that H n is a reducing subspace of the operator A we can also write y into the same form:
k ∈ H n , y = n∈Z y (n) .
Now simply we have
We can identify H n with a fixed separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space H * as follows. Fix an ONB {e k } ∞ k=1 , let U n be the unitary operator defined as U n e (n) k = e k . Now U n x (n) just the vector with the same l 2 −coordinate in H * . Moreover, each operator A n can be seen as the operator U n A n U * n in L(H * ). Hence A is unitary equivalent to the operator ⊕ n∈Z U n A n U * n on the Hilbert space ⊕ ∞ −∞ H * which is an orthogonal direct sum of countable copies of H * . Denote byÃ n = U n A n U * n for convenience. Now suppose for some λ = 0 we do have some vector x such that (λI −U A)x = 0, then we have λ U n x (n) = U n−1 A n−1 x (n−1) = U n−1 A n−1 U * n−1 U n−1 x (n−1) =Ã n−1 U n−1 x (n−1) .
Therefore, following equations hold:
U n x (n) = λ Proof. Clearly we have λ k = 0 for k = 1, 2, · · · , n. Let m k = dim ker(λ k I − A). We can assume that m k = 1 by adding m k − 1 copies of λ k into σ p (A). Denote by H 0 = span 1≤k≤n {ker(λ k I − A)} and H r = H ⊥ 0 . Moreover denote by A 0 the diagonal operator A 0 = diag(λ 1 , · · · , λ n ) and A r the restriction of A on the reducing subspace H r . By the spectrum theorem, we can write A into the orthogonal direct sum A = A 0 ⊕ A r . Case 1. Assume 0 ∈ σ(A). Then {0} can not be an isolated point of σ(A). And for ant δ > 0, the projection E δ on the interval (−δ, δ) has an infinite dimensional
